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My invention relates to a reversible glove and method 
of making same. 
For many years manufacturers of work gloves have 

made and sold gloves which can be used on either hand. 
When such a glove is worn on the right hand one side of 
the glove will constitute the palm, whereas when the 
glove is worn on the left hand the other side of the glove 
will constitute the palm. Such gloves are known in 
the trade as reversible gloves, and the primary purpose 
of such gloves has been to prolong wear and reduce the 
cost of gloves to workmen and other users. 
Such reversible gloves have been satisfactory for cer 

tain purposes, but have not proved satisfactory where 
the workman is continually ‘gripping articles between the 
thumb and ?ngers. In such use the principal wear oc 
curs on opposed areas adjacent the end'of the thumb and 
the end of the index ?nger. While these opposed areas 
are somewhat different when different sides of the glove 
are utilized as the palm, the two sets of opposed areas 
have portions in common, and, when these common por 
tions are worn through, the glove becomes useless and 
its life cannot be extended by reversing it, i. e., by shift 
ing it from one hand to the other. 
The foregoing disadvantage of reversible gloves has 

long been recognized, and numerous attempts have been 
made over a period of many years in an effort to over 
come or eliminate this difficulty. Such efforts have been 
unsuccessful and no one has heretofore produced a satis 
factory and inexpensive reversible glove which does not 
have the foregoing disadvantage. 
An object of my invention is to provide an inexpensive, 

comfortable, convenient, and altogether satisfactory re 
versible glove which avoids this difficulty of the prior 
art. 6 ‘ 

Another object of my invention is to provide a new 
and improved method of making such a glove. 

Other objects and advantages will become apparent as 
the description proceeds. ‘ 

In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a plan view of one side of a reversible glove 

embodying my invention; 
Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. l, but showing the 

other side of the glove of Fig. 1; 
Figs. 3 and 4 show successive stages in the act of grip 

ping a small article between the thumb and index ?nger; 
Fig. 5 is a transverse sectional view of the index ?nger 

taken on the line 5-5 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 6 is a transverse sectional view of the ring ?nger 

taken on the line 6-6 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 7 is a view similar to Fig. l, but showinga modi 

?ed form of my invention; ‘ ‘ 
Fig. 8 is a transverse sectional view of the index ?nger 

taken on the line 8—8 of Fig. 7; 
Fig. 9 is a perspective view of a reversible glove of 

the two-thumb type to which my invention has been 
applied; and 

Fig. 10 is a view similar to Fig. 1 but showing another 
modi?ed form of my invention. 
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While the purpose of a reversible glove is to provide a 

glove in which either side may be used as the palm or 
face of the glove, it will be convenient for purposes of 
description to describe one side of the glove as the face 
and the other side as the back, and this procedure will 
be adopted in this application. It is to be expressly 
understood, however, that both sides of the glove are 
adapted to be used as the face and that it is my intention 
that both sides of the glove are to be so used. 

In Figs. 1 to 6 I have illustrated a glove comprising 
wrist portion A, hand portion B, thumb C, and ?ngers 
D, E, F and G. In the particular embodiment shown, 
the wrist A is formed of knitted material, but it is to be 
understood that this portion of the glove may be formed 
of any other suitable material and may be long or short, 
tight~?tting or loose-?tting, or of any other desired con 
struction. 
The hand portion B of the glove is illustrated as being 

formed of two pieces of fabric 10 and 12. For conven 
ience, the side of the glove formed by the fabric piece 

. 10 will be referred to as the back, and the side of the 
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glove formed by the fabric piece 12 will be referred to 
as the face. The fabric piece 10 also forms the back of 
the ?ngers G, F, E and D, whereas the fabric piece 12 
forms the front part of ?ngers D and G only. The front 
portions of ?ngers E and F are formed by a separate 
fabric piece 14. 
The thumb C is formed of fabric pieces 16 and 18. 

While I have referred to the several pieces 10, 12, 14, 
16 and 18 as being composed of fabric, it is to be under 
stood that some or all of these pieces may be made of 
leather, or any other suitable material or combinations 
of different materials. 
The pieces of fabric or other suitable material forming 

the glove may be of any usual or suitable shape and cut, 
and it is to be understood that my invention is not limited 
to a gunn type of ?nger construction or to any other 
particular type of ?nger construction, or number, shape, 
or arrangement of the various parts of the glove. How 
ever, it is desirable to have those pieces of fabric or 
other material which form the thumb C and index ?nger 
D so shaped and cut as to provide a slightly wider thumb 
and index ?nger than those provided by the conventional 
glove. The various pieces of fabric may be secured 
together by conventional stitching like that indicated by 
reference numeral 20 in Figs. 5 and 6. 

After the glove has been otherwise completed, I form 
a welt or welt seam 22 around the ends of the thumb 
and index ?nger, and along the adjacent edges of the 
thumb and fore?nger by a line of stitching 24 beginning 
at a point 26 on the outside edge of the thumb and 
continuing uninterruptedly around the end of the thumb, 
down the inside edge of the thumb, up the adjacent edge 
of the index ?nger D, around the end of this ?nger, 
and down the other side to the point 28. 

This welt 22 constitutes a novel, inexpensive, and 
satisfactory means for insuring that completely different 
areas of the glove will come in contact with an object 
when the glove is reversed. In Figs. 3 and 4 I have 
shown successive steps in the act of grasping an article 
30 between the thumb and one or more ?ngers. In the 
initial contact illustrated in Fig. 3, the article 30 is 
being contacted by the welt 22 at points 32 and 34. 
This initial engagement of the welt with the article 
turns or shifts the thumb and index ?nger parts of the, 
glove so that as the gripping action is completed the 
article 30 is engaged by areas 36 and 38. Both of these 
areas are wholly within what is then the face or palm 
side of the glove so that no wear occurs on the back 
of the glove. In Figs. 3 and 4 the object 30 is shown 
as being grasped only between the thumb and ?nger, 
but the same action takes place whether the grip on the 
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article isrlimitedlto the thumb and fore?nger, or is ex 
tended. to. include one. or. more~ additional . ?ngers. as .well. 

as the palm of the hand. 
Ordinarily, in a gripping action of this kind the areas 

36 an'di38 Willibecome-wornv through‘ before othen por 
tions .of ‘ the.‘ gloves, When‘: either; area- 36' ort'38’v is 1worn 
through; the: gloveinay'be reversed to provide distinct 
andi unworn areas for," gripping articles, such‘ as indi 
cated at‘ 30. In this manner, my invention substantially 
doubles: the ‘life‘of a' reversible glove when used by work» 
men who are-constantly gripping" articles between the 
thumb‘- and r?ngers. 
As previously stated, the pieces: of which the thumb 

and fore?nger‘are made' are‘preférably cut so that these 
pieces have thumb- and! fore?nger portions which are 
slightly/widen than- in a-- conventional‘ glove. 
width is? to compensate for‘ the reduction‘ in the ?nger 
andv thumb receiving; space‘ produced- by’ the‘ line» of 
stitching24; so that‘the‘completed'glove embodying my 
inventionv has the‘ same space. for‘ accommodating‘ the 
thumb and fore?nger as does a conventional glove. 

In Figs. 3'? and~4l the‘action of the welt 22 is-to turn 
the end'portions of’ the thumb and- fore?nger of the 
glove‘ in the directions indicated by the arrows; In Fig. 
4' the endiresult is slightly exaggerated~ for“ purposes of 
illustration,- it being only-necessary that‘the welt 22 turn: 
the end portions'of the ‘thumb and fore?nger su?’iciently 
so that one~set of areas engages the workpiece 30‘when 
one side- of the glove is-utilized as the face or palm, 
and a-completely different‘ set of areas engage the work 
piece when the other side of the glove is utilized as the 
face or palm. 

In Figs; 7 and>8 I have‘ shown a modi?ed form of my 
invention intwhicha rib*or-'Welt~‘40' of leather, relatively 
stiff fabric, or other suitable material, performs the 
function of- the welt seam 2Z:of theprevious-embodiment; 
This Welt 40 may be incorporated in the glove by-sea 
curing‘an edge of this stripin the seam‘20' which con 
nects the pieces of'fabric forming the thumb and tore 
?nger: The rib or welt‘ 40 functions inthe same manner 
as~the seam type of' welt'22“both‘ providing‘ outwardly 
extending ?anges and no' further description of-this modi 
?cation of‘ my inventionis deemed necessary. 
In the embodiment of‘ Fig: 9, I'have illustrated my 

invention as‘ being applied to a‘ reversible glove of the 
two~thumb type. In-this‘typeof glove each~ thumb S0 
and' 52' has‘ an~ area 54' adapted’ to‘ engage workpiecesv 
gripped'ibetween‘ the‘thurnb'and fore?nger, whereas only 
a single- index’ ?nger‘ 56‘ is provided‘ to cooperate with 
the two thumbs 50‘ and‘ 52‘. 
separate areas-of‘the index-?ngerv 56 will cooperate with 
thetwo thumbs'in- gripping'workpieces; the‘ index ?nger 
is provided with a welt' 58 which is‘illustrated‘ as. ex 
tending ‘ from" a >point‘60 ‘adjacent the ' base“ of' the‘ thumbs 
SO‘and 52 to a‘point‘62‘ at’the end of'the index?nger. 

The welti58i may be‘ either‘in the‘ form ofa' welt'seam' 
like-that-of Figs: 1 to 6~inclusive', or in'the form of a rib‘ 
like that of Figs. 7 and‘8, but is' illustrated as being of~ the 
welt seam type and‘ formed by a‘ line of’ stitching‘ 64‘. 
While this- line of stitching‘ is‘illustrated' as terminating 
at the point 62,’.this stitching and‘the welt“ seam formed‘ 
thereby could continue‘ further down the other side of 
the~index~?nger in-the' manner'indicated in the previous 
embodiments,‘ or- could stop~short of- the‘point‘62 in the. 
manner indicated'iby'the embodiment“ of Fig; 10. 

It will: be understood“ that the two-thumb reversible 
glove-may betofiany-usual or suitable construction‘and" 
composed‘ of any conventional or‘ suitable‘ material or' 
combinations of? materials. In- Fig. 10' I’ have shown 
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a further form of my invention applied to a reversible 
glove .of..the. one-.thumbt type... In. this. form .of .my. inven: 
tion the glove is of the usual construction in which the 
piece of fabric 70 is folded upon itself to form the palm 
and back of the glove, the front of the index ?nger 72 
and little ?nger 74, and the backs of all four ?ngers 
72, 74, 76 and 78. Thetfronts‘bf the middle ?ngers 76 
and 78 areformed-by a-single piece of-.fabric.80, 
The piece of' fabric 70; is. folded. along the line 82 

and the opposite edges sewed together in accordance 
with conventiona'l‘practice; The": thumb 84? may be of' 
the usual'one=piece construction=and thev wrist- 86"may;-be 
of the knitted type, or of any other suitable construc 
tion andcon?guration. 

In this form of my invention a line of stitching 86 
extends along theradjacent'edgeslofi the thumb and fore 
?nger to form a Welt or welt seam 83. It will be noted 
that in this form of my invention the welt does not extend 
across" thewends‘of thethumbwand'i fore?nger, as in;the 
previous embodiments, since it is optional to‘ terminate 
the’ welt adjacent: the‘ inner cornersv of. the thumb, and 
fore?nger, or extend'the welt\therebeyond'as in the previ 
ous embodiments: 

While; I have" illustrated and‘i describedl only a few 
embo'diments of-mydnvention, it-i‘sto be understood that 
my invention is not'limited to the'details shown or de 
scribed; brutv includes all’ modi?cations; variations and 
equivalents coming within. the. scope of‘ the appended 
claims. 

I1 claimzi 
l‘; A reversible gloveofithe class'described, compris~ 

ing'amhandiporti'on, ?nger‘ portions‘, and a thumbpor 
tion disposed-Kin"symmetricallrelation to:a plane passing 
througln all ofi saidf ?nger‘ portions to thereby impart 
reversibilityvto said‘ glove; and? ?anges associated with 
and;extending>outwardlyr from‘ the-adjacent sides of the 
thumb portion‘ and- index’ ?ngers portion- in- said plane 
dividing; saidr thumb‘! portion‘ and2 index ?nger portion 
into2s'ets<offf'ront- and back.- working areas,- said ?anges 
being: of." a, width su?icient to cause‘ said‘ sets‘ of front 
or back Working areas selectively, upon right or left 
hand wear; to’. engage an article‘ gripped between the 
thumblportion and-the index/?nger portion. 

2.1 At. reversible: glove-of‘. the class described, compris 
ingv handt portions, ?nger portions‘, and thumb ~ portions 
disposed in-syrnmetrical- relation on-opposite-sides of'a 
planeapassingthrough;alliof‘said ?ngers. to=thereby im 
part reversibility to said glove; and-a ilangeassociated 
with. andlextendingoutwardlyvfrom the index» ?nger in 
said planena'ndlon:the':side' of said index- ?nger disposedv 
away'from the.’ remaining-?nger portions dividing said 
index ?nger portion into front and back working areas, 
said;.?angeabeingiof a Widthtsu?ioibnt-‘tocause said front 
or back working‘. areavselectively, upon right- or left-hand 
wear;.to: engage: an", article grippedibetween one‘ of‘ said 
thumb portions and said index ?nger/portion. 
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